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NOV 5 1987
NOTE TO: Interested Parties

FROM: Eileen T. Tana

SUBJECT: SECY-87-267

For your information, enclosed is SECY-87-267, Second Quarterly Progress

Report on the Pre-Licensing Phase of DOE's Civilian High-Level Radioactive

Waste Management Program, dated October 26, 1987.

Sincerely,

/5 1
Eileen T. Tana, Licensing Assistant
Operations Branch
Division of High-Level Waste Management

Enclosure:
SECY-87-267
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POLICY ISSUE
(Information)October 26, 1987 SECY-87-267

For: The Commissioners

Victor Stello, Jr.
Executive Director for Operations

From:

Subject:

Purpose:

Executive
Summary:

SECOND QUARTERLY PROGRESS REPORT ON THE PRE-LICENSING PHASE OF
DOE'S CIVILIAN HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT PROGRAM

To provide the Commission with the second quarterly progress
report on the pre-licensing phase of DOE's Civilian High-Level
Radioactive Waste Management Program.

In its first quarterly progress report (SECY-87-137), dated
June 8, 1987 on the pre-licensing phase of DOE's Civilian
High-Level RadioactIve Waste Management Program the NRC staff
discussed seven action items which cover the key aspects of the
NRC/DOE pre-licensing consultation program. Focusing~on these
items will provide the Commission with the NRC staff perspective
on the progress of DOE's repository program in areas important
to an effective NRC high-level waste program.

The most significant change in the status of the repository
program in this past quarter, was DOE's decision, announced on
August 26, 1987, to revise the dates for issuance of site
characterization plans (SCPs) by releasing, for all three sites
simultaneously, consultation draft SCPs in January 1988 and SCPs
in early FY89. Previous schedules called for the release of
SCPs in a sequential manner, starting in late 1987.

Another item of significance is the progress made this quarter
in the development of a licensing support system (LSS), with
DOE's awarding a contract to Science Applications International
Corporation for the development of a LSS. Along with this

Contact:
Wayne Walker,
427-4686
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activity the Commission's negotiated rulemaking process to
implement the LSS in the HLW licensing proceeding has started.
The second meeting of the licensing support system Advisory
Committee was held October 15-16, 1987 with negotiations to
proceed over the next nine months.

In the Quality Assurance (QA) area, the NRC staff conducted its
first audit of DOE's QA program for the high-level waste
repository during the week of June 8, 1987. The audit team
assessed the quality assurance measures applied to the
mineralogy/petrology studies at the Los Alamos National
Laboratory (LANL) which support investigations at the Yucca
Mountain, Nevada site. While there continues to be overall
progress in DOE's QA activities, the NRC staff determined that
the QA program at LANL is not fully in place yet and needs some
improvement prior to the conduct of site characterization work
in the area of geochemistry.

Discussion: The current status of the seven action items that NRC uses as
performance indicators to assess progress in the high-level
waste repository program is given below.

1. Implementation by DOE of Scheduled and Systematic
Consultations:

DOE announced on August 26, 1987 that they will issue the
consultation draft SCPs for all three sites simultaneously on
January 8, 1988. DOE's previous schedule called for sequential
release of the SCPs starting in late 1987. During January,
February, and March 1988 DOE will conduct consultation workshops
with State, Indian Tribe and NRC representatives. These
workshops should provide a forum to explain the documents,
address and resolve issues to the extent possible, and to
receive questions and comments. The DOE will close out the
consultation period and, after consideration of comments,
proceed to prepare the SCPs with a schedule date determined by
the results of the consultation period. DOE anticipates
issuance of SCPs in January 1989. Subsequently, there will be a
90 day public review with public hearings, as called for by the
Nuclear Waste Policy Act (NWPA) as well as NRC's six month
review and preparation of the Site Characterization Analysis
(SCA).
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The workshops for the review of consultation draft SCPs proposed
by DOE should provide for systematic consultations between NRC
staff and DOE. In addition the consultation draft SCPs will lay
out detailed milestones and schedules for each project. Such
project-specific milestones and schedules are needed to enable
NRC and DOE to schedule appropriate consultations as the project
work proceeds.

The current status of NRC/DOE consultations for the period of
June 1987 to the present is as follows: There were no formal
meetings between the NRC staff and the DOE's Texas Salt
Repository Project (SRPO). For the DOE's Nevada Nuclear Waste
Storage Investigations (NNWSI) Project, a technical meeting on
seismo-tectonics was held September 22-23, 1987 in Las Vegas.
For the DOE's Hanford Basalt Waste Isolation Project (BWIP), a
hydrazine data review was conducted by NRC staff July 21-22,
1987. In addition, there were four NRC/DOE technical meetings
on generic topics (i.e. Issues Hierarchy, Design Basis Accident
Dose Limit, Q-List Generic Technical Position and NRC comments
on DOE's Office of Geologic Repositories QA Plans).

The last quarterly report discussed the need for an increase in
frequency and effectiveness of NRC/DOE site-specific technical
interactions. While there were a number of effective generic
interactions, the DOE site project offices continue to be
occupied with writing the SCPs making it difficult to find
mutually acceptable times to hold as many site-specific
technical interactions as would be desirable. The NRC staff
anticipates that this situation will be changed by DOE issuing
consultation draft SCPs and conducting workshops which will help
focus the program. In addition, the consultation draft SCPs
will provide milestones and schedules for future activities.
This should help NRC staff to focus on needed technical
interactions with DOE.

A major item from the last quarterly report concerned key areas
of near-term testing at the three candidate sites. NRC has not
received any official response from DOE on this matter.
However, the NRC staff has received informal indications that
DOE will start submitting study plans for near-term activities
to the NRC in the first quarter of FY88.
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2. Development of an Information Retrieval System:

During the past quarter DOE awarded a contract for the
development of a document retrieval system which is referred to
as the Licensing Support System (LSS). The DOE has assumed the
responsibility for developing a system with the capability to
assure that all relevant HLW licensing documents will be readily
available when needed. The DOE LSS is not scheduled to be fully
operational until 1990. During the interim DOE has several
existing document information systems at various stages of
development at each of the project sites and headquarters.
Efforts are underway at DOE to establish common procedures
across the various offices to insure that interim document
collection and storage is accomplished. The Agreement in
Principle between DOE and NRC recognizes the need for both the
DOE and NRC to have interim record management collection
requirements until such time that the LSS is operational.

The nature and scope of the LSS, and specific requirements which
will lead to a system design, are presently the subject of a
negotiated rulemaking. Invqlved States, Indian Tribes and other
interested groups will be represented in the negotiated
rulemaking. It is intended that the rulemaking will describe
the requirements for the LSS necessary to serve all parties in
the licensing proceedings.

On September 16-17, 1987 the NRC held the first meeting of the
HLW Licensing Support System Advisory Committee in Washington,
D.C. The purpose of this federal advisory committee is to
negotiate a proposed rule on the submittal and management of
records and documents related to the licensing of a high-level
radioactive waste repository. (See SECY-86-133, SECY-86-308,
and SECY-87-140 for more detailed information on the purpose of
this rule and the use of negotiated rulemaking).

The meeting was organizational in nature; the major items on the
agenda being to discuss organizational protocols, develop a list
of issues for negotiation, discuss training and information
needs, and plan an agenda for future meetings. NRC staff from
the Office of the General Counsel (OGC) will sit at the
negotiating table as principal spokespersons for the NRC. They
receive input from the other NRC Offices through an NRC
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negotiating team. In accordance with 10 CFR Part 7.10, the
Office of Administration and Resources Management is serving as
the designated Federal Officer for the Advisory Committee and
Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards (NMSS)
administers contractual support for the negotiated rulemaking.
Other members of the negotiating committee represent DOE, the
affected States and Indian Tribes, local governments, utilities,
citizens groups and environmental groups.

The most recent meeting of the negotiating committee was held in
Washington, D.C. on October 15-16, 1987. At this meeting NRC
contractors provided the negotiating committee with instruction
in the capabilities of electronic information management
systems, negotiation training, and information on the legal
constraints affecting this rulemaking.

The LSS activities have been transferred from the NMSS to the
Office of Administration and Resource Management (ARM) as part
of consolidating all data processing and document management
functions.

3. Early Implementation of a Quality Assurance Program:

10 CFR Part 60.151 of the Commission's regulation requires DOE to
have a quality assurance program that applies to all systems,
structures and components important to safety, to design and
characterization of barriers important to waste isolation and to
activities related thereto including site characterization.

DOE has committed to having qualified quality assurance programs
in place for site characterization activities that may be
important to public health and safety and to waste isolation.
This commitment is necessary since most of the data collected
during the site characterization program is expected to be
utilized in the licensing process and must, therefore, be of
demonstrable quality.

DOE continues to make progress in developing its QA program.
The NRC staff's assessment of DOE's QA program began with
observation of certain DOE audits. After DOE determines a part
of its program is ready for NRC review, NRC staff audits
selected critical portions of the program. This is to ensure
that DOE's QA program is checked by DOE to its satisfaction
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first and then checked on a sample basis by the NRC. Based on
lessons we have learned from our experience with QA at reactors
it is essential to combine examinations of technical quality
with QA reviews. For this reason we send specialists in the
relevant technical area with our QA specialists to audit DOE
activities.

The NRC staff's first audit of the implementation of this
program was conducted at Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL),
the week of June 8, 1987. The area audited was part of the
geochemistry program supporting DOE's Yucca Mountain project.
The NRC audit team consisted of personnel with expertise in both
quality assurance and geochemistry. The NRC audit team found
several areas where improvements are needed to ensure the QA
program is fully in place. These are summarized below:

o Procedures--LANL does not have in place all of the
procedures necessary. In addition, some portions of
existing procedures were not being followed by LANL staff.

o Internal audit program--LANL is required to establish an
internal audit program to assess the effectiveness of its
own QA program. Although a program is in place, it had not
detected deficiencies which were detected by an audit
conducted by DOE's Nevada Project Office, nor those
detected by NRC's audit. Thus, LANL's own audit program
needs to be strengthened.

o Documentation of qualifications and training of
personnel--although the audit revealed no substantive
problem with regard to technical personnel training and
qualifications, the records in this area were incomplete.

We concluded that the LANL QA program is not fully in place yet
and needs some improvement prior to conduct of site
characterization work in the area of geochemistry. We have met
with DOE to review our findings, sent a formal report to DOE on
our findings, and will be monitoring corrective actions DOE will
be taking.

NRC currently plans to audit a selected portion of the
hydrological testing program at the Hanford Washington site in
the 1st or 2nd quarter of FY88. Other areas will be selected
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based on DOE's identification of areas they consider are ready
based on their own QA auditing program, at the rate of about one
per quarter.

4. Early Establishment of Repository Design Parameters:

NRC and DOE have a-greed that in developing SCPs and the site
characterization program DOE will use performance allocation;
that is, DOE will select tentative values for the contributions
that each of the natural and engineered barriers can reasonably
be expected to provide to the overall waste isolation
performance of each site in order to establish specifically what
information site characterization activities will have to
produce. DOE has developed an issue-resolution strategy that
incorporates NRC's suggested concept of performance allocation.
At the DOE/NRC Issues Hierarchy/Performance Allocation meeting
in March 1987, DOE presented their current approach to
identification of issues and use of performance allocation to
identify the information needed to resolve them. DOE presented
a briefing October 8-9, 1987 on how this approach will be
implemented in developing the SCPs. The staff sees no fatal
flaws in the DOE's Issues Hierarchy, Issue Resolution Strategy,
or Performance Allocation at the broad level described at the
March and October briefings; however, the staff will need to
review the specific implementation in the draft consultation
SCP's.

5. Early Resolution of State and Indian Tribe Contentions:

On June 30, 1987 NRC staff held its Second Annual Meeting with
State and Tribal Representatives in the High-Level Waste
Program. These annual programmatic meetings are one NRC staff
mechanism for exchanging views and discussing the status of NRC
and State and Tribal program activities.

The NRC staff followed up on State and Tribal concerns by
developing a paper entitled "Categorization of State/Tribal
Concerns Raised at NRC's June 16, 1987 Commission Meeting and
June 30, 1987 Second Annual Meeting with States and Tribes in
the High-Level Waste Program," SECY-87-256. Among other things,
this paper lists concerns that are being addressed through other
mechanisms, such as rulemakings, and responds to specific items
for which the States ask clarification.
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In addition to the above efforts, the Director, Division of
High-Level Waste Management and the Deputy Director, State,
Local and Indian Tribe Programs visited the reservations of the
three affected Indian tribes in the vicinity of the Hanford site
in early September 1987. The Indian Tribes visited were the
Umatilla, Yakima and Nez Perce. The purpose of the trip was to
gather information and discuss concerns relative to the
respective Indian organizations participating as affected
parties in the Nuclear Waste Policy Act Program and to answer
questions they may have about NRC's role in the Program. This
was especially timely since the Governmental and Public Affairs
Office has assumed additional activities in this area.
Following these meetings NRC staff sent to its State and Tribal
contacts listings of the staff technical points of contact--both
site-related and generic--in NRC's high-level waste program to
facilitate direct communications between NRC and State and
Tribal technical counterparts.

With respect to DOE consultation activities with the States and
Tribes one of the reasons for DOE's decision to issue
consultation draft SCPs was to involve the States and Tribes
early and allow them a mechanism for voicing their technical
concerns. DOE plans to have three months of workshops with the
States, Indian Tribes and NRC to discuss the consultation draft
SCPs. These-workshops should provide the States and Tribes a
forum for open dialogue with DOE in the SCP process allowing
them to identify technical concerns and discuss first hand with
DOE the resolution of these concerns. In the meetings NRC and
DOE have held in this past quarter there has been active
participation by States and Indian Tribes. Also during this
last quarter Congress released $79 million of funds to DOE that
had been held back until DOE could demonstrate that it had made
a good faith effort to reach consultation and cooperation
agreements with States and Indian Tribes.

6. Adoption of Conservatism:

An ongoing concern raised by the NRC staff is the need for DOE
to be more conservative in their treatment of uncertainty in
geotechnical investigations. The uncertainties inherent in
investigations can be compensated for by incorporating more
conservatism into initial designs. DOE has made progress in
this area as evidenced by improvements in the treatment of
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uncertainty in the final environmental assessments, as opposed
to the draft environmental assessments, and by the agreements
reached between the NRC and DOE in May 1986 on how uncertainties
and alternatives will be considered in SCPs. However,
discussions during the most recent technical meeting on
seismo-tectonics at Nevada indicated that the DOE may still not
be incorporating sufficient conservatism into the SCP. The NRC
staff pointed out to DOE a number of areas of concern where
non-conservative decisions appear to have been made. An example
is DOE's apparent use of technically unsupported, pre-assigned
probabilities to potentially limit the scope of investigation.
The NRC staff will selectively review drafts of test plans when
they become available; however, the consultation draft SCPs will
be the most definitive indication of DOE's overall progress in
adopting a conservative approach.

7. Early Resolution of Issues Through a Program of Licensing
Topical Reports and Other Mechanisms:

One of the major goals of the HLW repository program is to
assure, to the extent practicable, resolution of licensing
issues prior to the licensing hearing. The NRC staff considers
that the SCPs are the primary mechanism for resolution of
issues; however, the staff has also proposed using generic and
siteL technical positions as an additional mechanism for
involving all parties in early resolution of selected issues.

In the Draft Mission Plan Amendment, January 1987, DOE committed
to focus on resolving licensing issues prior to licensing, in
much the same manner as the NRC staff. Specifically, DOE
committed to (1) interactions with the NRC on technical issues
and to use available options to resolve issues; (2)
implementation of an issue-resolution strategy in the SCP; and
(3) implementation of a program of licensing topical reports
focusing on various issues. Items (1) and (2) have been
previously addressed in this paper.

Regarding item (3) DOE sent a letter to the NRC dated July 15,
1987 discussing several areas which they believe are ripe for
productive interactions between DOE and NRC. The areas included
in the letter were; proposed topics for both near-term and
future rulemakings, the use of licensing topical reports (LTRs)
to resolve issues and a review of existing regulatory guides for
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applicability to the HLW program. In a September 4, 1987
response, the NRC staff agreed with DOE's two proposals for
near-term rulemakings and pointed out that one, revision of Part
51, is already underway. However, we also stated that it would
be premature to commit to rulemaking as the mechanism to address
the remaining topics because we considered that technical
positions should first be developed to better define the issues
and approaches for their resolution. With regard to LTRs, we
indicated agreement that there is a role for them in the HLW
program and that we are evaluating procedures for using them in
the issue resolution process. We also agreed that existing
regulatory guides need to be reviewed to determine which should
apply to the repository program. Finally, we provided a
tentative list of areas in which generic issue resolution seems
appropriate and proposed to meet with DOE to discuss the list
and agree on specific approaches and schedules for issue
resolution.

In addition to the above discussion of the seven items, enclosed
is information on the current status of NRC's activities
required by the NWPA (Enclosure 1).

Victor Stello, Jr.
Executive Director for Operations

Enclosure:
NRC activities required by NWPA
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NRC'S ROLE UNDER THE NUCLEAR WASTE POLICY ACT Of 1982

I. NRC Role in Repository Development Program

Provision

1. Section 112(a)-Siting Guidelines
promulgated by DOE in which NRC concurs.

Current
NWPA Date Schedule NRC Role

7/6/83 Completed NRC must concur in DOE Guidelines. Action Taken: Atter review and commept12/84 on draft DOE Guidelines in early 1983, NRC received final Siting GuideliQon 11/23/83. NRC held oral presentations on 1/11/84, and public comments werereceived through 2/1/84. On 2/29, the Commission gave tentative endorsementto the Guidelines and stated that they would concur on the Guidelines providedseven conditions were met. following six meetings between DOE and NRC staffto resolve these conditions, final Siting Guidelines were received by NRC on5/15/84. The Commission voted to concur on the Guidelines on 6/22/84.Current Status- DOE published the final Guidelines on 12/6/84. On 12/Z4/84.the staff forwarded a paper to the Commission (SLCY-84-482) recoomiending thatthe Commission does not have to concur in the supplementary information to thefinal Guidelines. The Commission approved this recommendation. Ninepetitions challenging the DOE Siting Guidelines have been consolidated intoone suit in the 9th Circuit. DOE's motion to transter the suit to the DCCircuit Court of Appeals was denied by the Ninth Circuit on 10/29/86. Agovernment motion to consolidate the Siting (uidelines case with tnvirosmentalAssessment-related cases was denied. In September '87, Couit upheld DOE'sauthority to prohibit use of NWPA funds to assist states in litigationactivities.
2. Section 121(b)-NRC must promulgate

technical requirements and criteria.
1/1/84 Promulgated

6/21/83
NRC must issue regulations which specify the technlicl requirements dudcriteria for- the repository. Current Status- Ihe retulatioss. which werIunder development by the staff for several years. were pisblisshed in the "federal Register on 6/21/83 (48 fR 28194). ihe reguldtions dre loutind il It) CfRPart 60 Disposal of Iligh-Level Radioactive Wdstes in Geologic RepusitoriesTechnical Criteria." An Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemdkingj (ANPR) for thedefinition of high-level waste (IILW) was published In the leierdl Re'isteron 2/27/87 (52 fR No.39. pp.5992-6001). Comment period extinided to 6129781Proposed Rule to define HLW is dn tiCipdted by Idte lI8/.

Previoru ve, si oil i//fIj/o
Current Vers ion b//1U/06

I
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3. Section 121(a)-EPA final high-levelwaste standards promulgated.

NWPA Date
Current
Schedule

Promulgated
9/19/85

1/7/84

NRC Role

Section 121(b) regulations and criteria must be revised by the Comlmission,if necessary, to comply with standards being prepared by EPA (Action Taken: NRC's comments on the proposed standards were transmitted I& MAon 5/10/83. Current Status: EPA final high-level waste standards were signedon 8/15/85. published in the Federal Register on 9/19/85 (50 FR 38066), andbecame effective 11/18/85. NRC staff reviewed its high-level waste criteria(10 CFA Part 60) for conformance with EPA standards, and provided a proposedrule (SECY-86-92) to the EDO and the Commission on 3/21/86, which theCommission approved on 5/15/86 without modification. The proposed revisionswere published in the Federal Register on 6/19/86 (51 fR 22288) and conuenotswere due by 8/18/86. In July, 1987 a Federal Appeals Court invalidated LPA'sstandards. Further action by NRC has been postponed until EPA revises itsstandards ot is able to have parts of them reinstated.4. Section 114(e)(1)-DOE Project
Decision Schedule (PDS) None

Specified
Completed.
Revision
"on hold".

NRC must coordinate with DOE on the development of the PUS. Action l[ken:DOE submitted a prelmliindry draft PUS for NRC comment on 1/15785. NRCcomments were transmitted to DOE on 3/4/85 (JGDdvis to BRnsche).DOE issued the draft PUS on 7/18/85. NRC comments were approved by theCommission (with modifications) on 9/19/85, anid the linld conuiemits weretransmitted to DOE on 10/24/85. lhe final PUS wds issued on 4/1/86 (51 IR11466) and copies were available on 4/10/86. Current Stitt i- With theissuance of the final PUS, the reporting requirements of NWPA Secttion114(e)(2) are in effect. Any dgency tldt cannot Imeet d PUS (it.l inc most (notify DOE and Congress why it cdnnot comply. Stdal lids revie!Wed the PUS 1omDOE response to previous NRC comments, and daso for dany NRC milestolles thatare subject to Section 114(e)(2). NRC dad DOL stdat have jbeeni working togetherto resolve specific PDS concerns. On 4/3/81. 13. ktuche sent letter to It.Thompson informing him thdt DOL has initiated d revision to the IIDS. PUSrevision is "on hold" pending Congressional d tiu on m s mosi P Halldaendment.

2
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Provision

5. Sections 216(a) and 301(b)- Draft
Mission Plan published by OOE.

NWPA Date

4/7/84

Current
Schedule

Published
5/84

"RC Role

NRC must coordinate with DOE on the development of the Mission.Plan,
and specify, with precision, any objections to the Plan. Action Taken:NRC
received a preliminary draft on 12/23/83 and sent comments directly to Qf in
2/8/84. The draft.Mission Plan required by the Act was released by DOE
5/8/84 and forwarded to NRC for review and comment by 7/9/84. DOE briefed the
Commission on the draft Mission Plan on 6/21/84. Staff comments were signed
by the Chairman and forwarded to DOE on 7/31/84.

3
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Provision

6. Section 301(b)-Submission of DOE
Mission Plan to Congress.

Current
NWPA Date Schedule

6/7/84 Revision
submitted to
Congress

NRC Role

Following Congressional approval of the Mission Paii, NRC will, wherever
necessary, conform its waste management program planning guiddoce to Pldn
Action laken: DOE submitted the Final Mission Plan to Congress on R

7/9/85. NRC testified before the Senate Committee on Energy and Natural
Resources concerning the Mission Plan on 9/12/85; before the Hlouse
Subcommittee on Energy and the Environment on 9/13/85; before the Senate
Subcommittee on Nuclear Regulation on 10/30/85; and before the House
Subconmmittee on Energy Research and Production on 11/6/85. DOE issued a drdat
amendment to the Mission Plan for public comment on 1/28/8/ with a 60 day
comment period. Staff prepared a response trom Chairman lech to 8. Rusche
DOE with attached comments. letter was issued on 4/1/87. DOL submitted
Mission Plan Amendment to Congress on June 9,1987. As of 10/6/81, Congress
had not taken action on the Amendment.

7. Section 117(a)-Provision of information
to States/Tribes.

In a timely
manner

Ongoing NRC must provide timely dad complete information regartding its determindtiolls
or plans made regdrding siting, development, or desiJn for licensiig,
construction, operation, regulation, or decomnmissioning. NRC continues to
hold meetings with State dnd Iribal officials to excliinqv inlforadtion. NRC
attended the Quarterly Meeting of the Stdtes/lribes in Port.dild, (R on
8/12-13/86, at which Cominissioner Asselstine spoke on the Implementatioll of
the DOE High-Level Radioactive Waste Repository Proqram. NRC participdted in
the Fall Conference of the Council of Energy Resource Iribes I1I/ I18/86 dUt
in a meeting of the National Congress ot AmericaIl Indians on 3/10/87. (
The Commission met with state and lribal otficidls on 6/16/8/ to discuss the
status of the national progrdm, dnd NRC stdll held its Secuod Aijiija l
Meeting of State and Tribdl Representatives in the High level Waste Program on
6/30/87. NRC staff visited the Yakima Indian Reservation, tile NeL Perce
reservation, and tle Confederated Tribes of the Umatill a indian ue ervdtiue, oin
9/9-11/87. NRC stall also met with tile Nevada Cuawiis iosnt oni N. ledl Projects
on 9/17/8/ Siqn ifiCdnt 111W documents are routinely di. tiaLuted to
State/1rif l reips, eq. NRC tulMientS ol I inal tA; dliii (lial tt(hil idal
posit lIeS In Idditio, , uttomilto meet !rwl not in. Je sent to epS on d w ekly
baSIS

4
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Provision

8. Section 112(b)-DOE recommends to thePresident 3 sites for characterization
for first repository. Each of the 5sites initially nominated for characteri-
zation must be accompanied by anEnvironmental Assessment (EA).

NWPA Date

1/1/85

Current
Schedule

Site
recommendation
5/28/86

NRC Role

DOE will develop draft EAs on sites under consideration for nominationafter Commission concurrence on the Siting Guidelines.- NRC staffintends to review and comment on EAs. Action Taken: DOE issued draft EAs(for 9 potential repository sites on 12/20/84, and the NRC review wascompleted on 3/20/85. According to the draft PUS, DOE had planned to publishfinal EAs and nominate and recommend sites in 11/85. However, on 10/30/85,DOE announced that the final EAs and site recommendation would be delayeduntil late 2/86 to accomodate for the National Academy of Sciences (NAS)review of the ranking methodology. Current Status: the [As were issued on5/28/86, and Washington, Nevada, and Texas were recommended to the President.who approved them for characterization. The affected States and IndianTribes have challenged the EAs in the Ninth Circuit. NRC comments on tlheFinal EAs (SECY-86-357) were approved by the Commission on 12/19/86 and weretransmitted to DOE on 12/22/86.9. Section 8-President must evaluate thepossibility of developing a defense-waste
only repository.

1/7/85 Final CIS DOE submitted a final report to the President in 2/8S, recommuending a combineddue 1/88 commercial and defense repository. On 4/30/85, tile President found no basisthat a defense-only repository is needed and agreed with DOI's reconmimendationof d combined repository. DOE issued for public comment d Dralt LnvimrommmmmentdlImpact Statement (DEIS) on "Disposdl of Hanford Detense lliJm-Level.Transuranic and Tank Wastes" in 3/86. NRC comments were approved by tileCommission and transmitted to DOE on 9/24/868 dand were made dVdildable toaffected state aid Tribal representatives soon thereatter. On 9/3/87. DVLbriefed NRC staff on how they plan to hasidle NRC comnments oi tile draft IIS.Final (IS is expected in January 1988.
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Prov is ion

10. Section 113(b)-Submission to NRC by
DOE of site characterization plan
(SCP). waste form or package descrip-
tion, and conceptual repository design
for each site.

Current
NWPA Date Schedule NRC Role

Before
sinking
shafts

Consultation
Draft SCPs
1/8/88.

NRC must review and comment on the submitted materials. Current Status-
DOE schedule for submittal of three "Consultation Draft" SCPs and of
Environmental and Socioeconomic Monitoring and Investigation Plans is (
1/8/88. NRC plans to submit comments on the Consultation Draft SCPs 3-41
months after they are issued, and to participate in consultation
workshops within this comment period. A revision to Reg. Guide 4.17,
"Standard Format and Content of Site Characterization Plans for
High-Level Waste Geologic Repositories", was published in March '87.
DOE has provided NRC staff and state and Tribal representatives with
a few draft chapters of the SCP.

11. Section 114(a)(1)(E)-DOE submits to the
President and the public the Commission's
preliminary comments concerning
sufficiency of at-depth SCA and waste
form proposal for inclusion in
application.

Prior to
13. below

Prior to
13. below

NRC must provide preliminary comments on whether the at-depth site
characterization analysis and waste form proposal iS sufficient (or
inclusion in the DOE construction authorization dpplliCdtion.

12. Section 114(a)(1)(D)-DOE's final
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS)
on the first proposed repository must
include comment from NRC on the draft
EIS

Prior to Final
13. below UIS

7/91 1
(10/94)

NRC must revi w and comment on thie drdtt LIS, which is scliedhuled to be issued
1/91 (10/93) . NRC is allowed 3 Months for review dad -ounkiiel.t but had
requested 5 months (in draft PDS comkients) to allow tor CIwullission
involvement and for consultdtioll with host stdtes dand ahllcted Indian tribes.

UOE hat retained only the 3 monthis for dralt LIS review 'altI conuent, due A
(1/94) . final LIS scheduled to be issued in 1/91 (IU/94)

13. Section 114(a)(2)-President
recommends one site to Congress for
construction.

3/31/8/
(may be
extended one
year i t
necessary)

10/91 1
(1/95)

N/A

1 Per Mission Plan Amendment. 6/87
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Provision

14. Sections 116(b) and 118(a)-Submission
of notice of disapproval by State or
Indian tribe (up to 60 days after Pres-
idential recommendation)

15. Section 115(g)-Congress may obtain any
comments of the Commission with respect
to a State/Tribal site disapproval.

Current
NWPA Date Schedule NRC Role

N/A; see 15 below.5/30/87
(or 5/30/88
if #13 is
extended)

12/91 1
(1995)

f

Prior to 16.
below

Prior to 16.
below

NRC must be cognizant of State/Tribal concerns to be able to provide
knowledgeable comments to Congress. (

16. Section 115(c)-State/Tribal disapproval
will take effect unless both Houses of

&eSvofisbop~ateN8Erlplaisnovfc$RevRuolus
session

17. Section 114(a)(3)-Within 1 year after
disapproval, the President must
recommend an alternative site for the
first or a subsequent repository.

18. Section 114(b)-Secretary submits
license application (LA) to NRC.

19. Section 114(c)-NRC must submit
status report to Congress.

About 8/87
(or 8/88 if

MXeAhed)

8/88
(or 8/89)

8/87

One year after
submittdi of
the I icense
application
and dnnually
thereat ter.

12/91-
2/92 1 .
(1995)

1992/1993
(1995/96)

IZ/91 1
(1995)

12/92 I
(1996)

N/A; see 15 above.

Role similar to initial site recommendation. See events 11-15, dbove.

An NRC licensing proceeding will be initiated on the liceinse.

NRC must submit di) annual status report on the progress ol the I censing
proceeding to Congress.

(

1 Per Mission Plan Amnefidment, 6/87
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Prov i s i on

20. Section 114(d)-Commission must issue
decision on construction authorization
(CA) for first repository.

21. Sectiop 114(f)- Any EIS prepared in
connection with a repository proposed
to be constructed by the Secretary
under this subtitle will, to the
extent practicable, be adopted by
the Commission in connection with
the issuance by the Commission of a
construction authorization and
license for such repository.

22. Section 112(b)(1)(c)-Secretary must
recommend 3 sites for characterization
to President for second repository.

NWPA Gate

1/1/89 or 3
years after
application
submitted, or
4 years after
submittal (if
extended)

At time of
construction
authorization.

Current
Schedule

3/941
(1998)

(1990)1

NRC Role

The 3 year time period for an NRC licensing decision dictates an aggressive
program ot involvement with DOE and States/Tribes prior to receipt of
a license application so as to identify and resolve contentious issues
to the maximum extent practicable. Commission will either grant or (tenty
authorization for DOE to begin construction of the first geologic repository.
To meet this schedule, a relatively complete, good quality DOE applicatio(
will be required. in the final PDS, DOE has reduced tile statutory assump(
on the duration of this action from 36 to 27 months. NRC believes that 36
months for a licensing decision is a very optimistic estimate and has
identified various measures by which both NRC and DOE can facilitate the 36
month license review schedule by resolving issues early. Mission Plan
Amendment (6/9/87) reinstates the 36 month license review s!chedule.

NRC staff (Office of the General Counsel) to amenid Part 5I to establish what
is meant by "to the extent practicable". Proposed Rule is expected by lite
1987.

7/1/89 Mid- 1?9Os
( fBD)

Same as event 8 above. Current Status- DOI issued (he Area Recosimlelidation
Report (ARR) on 1/16/86, which identified 12 possible ,etoio repository sites
subsequently conducted public hearings conLcenllilnq the seclnld vepusitoLry.
On 5/28/86. DOL announced an indefinite postponeLwent ot the Crystalline
Project until tile need for d second repository call be better assessed. Iltis
indefinite postponement is being legally lialleonjed III court tly itie atiected
States and Iribes. TIhe Mission Plan Amendlimeit (6/81) diskcusses the WaJsis tor
extending the schedule for site specific work on thle sI!CoIil rIlisIStOLry. In
the Mission Plan Amendment, DIM stated that "it altlimative (Ckiipelsiolidl
action is not taken [on the Amendment in I3 8/. the DOb will review the mere
than 60,000 coumlents received o tihe ARKH issued In J.llu.avy 1 fistI and prepare d
I iaI ARK tIlat identities potetially accepLtable sites lt's It seq oeit II eld
work. On I/j1/8/, DOE not it thed te yovernors ol pt et liI a I ,citll it
repository states that 0OL is 'estming review ,t coiwietit- oni tle ARR.

Per Mission Plan Amendment, 6/8/

8
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NRC Role

Same as events 10, 11, and 12 abtve.

(Provision

23. Section 114(a)(2)(A)-President must
recommend to Congress 1 site, from
sites already characterized, for
second repository.

24. Section 114(b)-Submission of
license application to NRC for
second repository.

NWPA Date

3/31/90
(may be
extended one
year).

About 11/90

Current
Schedule

Too

Too NRC will initiate licensing proceeding for spcond repository.

25. Section 114(d)-Commission must issue
decision on issuing construction
authorization for second repository.

1/1/92 or
(same as
20 above)

TBD 3 year time period for NRC decision dictates an active program
of involvement with DOE, States, and Tribes prior Lo receipt ol application
to identify and resolve contentious issues to the maximum extent
practicable. To meet this schedule, a relatively complete, good
quality DOE application will be required.

(

I)
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11. NRC s Role in the Test and Evaluation facility Program

Provision

26. Section 213(a)- DOE is authorized
but not required to issue T&E facility
siting guidelines,

27. Section 216(a)-TEf cooperation and
coordination.

NWPA Date

7/7/83

Current
Schedule

DOE has not
announced

NRC Role

Current Status- No guidelines have been issued. NRC will provide
the required consultation if and when the guidelines are issued.
(See 28 below) (

None
specified

NRC shall assist the Secretary by cooperating and coordinating on any reports
under Title 11. Current Status- No action taken. DOE planning to make
a determination on a collocated TEF in FY87.

28. Section 217(f)(1)-NRC, DOE must conclude
written agreement on procedures for M&E
facility interaction.

1/6/84 Not scheduled NRC must work with DOE in developing a written agreement tor procedures tor
review, consultation, and coordination in the planiinyg construction and
operation of the T&E facility. Such an tunde rstdod i ng lid I also establ ish
the types of reports and other information as the CouuiiiiSSioII ay reaSondbly
require to evaluate hedith and safety impacts of tile l&E dCility.
Current Status- No agreement has been reached. DOt reported to Congress on
4/6/84 their decision that if a ILE is necessary, it should be collocated, but
that the decision on the need for d ILE is being deldyed until the progr'am's
data needs are better established.

29. Section 217(f)(3)(A)-NRC shall carry
out a continuing analysis of the TME
activities to evaluate the adequacy
of the consideration of public
health and safety issues.

30. Section 217(f)(3)(B)-NRC required to
report to the Secretary, the President,
and the Congress as it deems
appropriate.

31. Section 217(h)-NRC must concur on
decontamination and decoumnissioning
of DOE's 1&E facility.

None
specified

As provided

None
specified

As provided

five years
after initidl
operat ion

NRC will evaldute DOE U s deconLtamindttuilo and dvC"iawll I (n l hI ml L( ( lii Iets
dad Concu L, it deemed pIUpro'pidate 10or d a lMf I ac i ty ii)1 Io oattd
at the site of repository.

Ila
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NRC Role

The Commission will consider which actions are necessary to implement the
intent of this provision. (See also Item 38)

I

III. NRC's Role for Interim Spent Fuel Storage
Current

Provision NWPA Date Schedule

32. Section 132-The Secretary, the No specific
Commission, and other authorized dates
federal officials shall each take
such actions as such officials consider
necessary to encourage and expedite the
effective use of available storage, and
necessary additional storage, at the
site of each civilian nuclear power
reactor.

33. Section 134-Hybrid procedures are
prescribed for hearings on certain
applications for licenses for
facility expansions of spent fuel
storage and transshipments of spent
fuel.

No specific
dates, but
applicable
capacity
filed after
1/07/83

Final rule
published
10/15/85

34. Section 135(g)-Issuance of NRC proposed
rule establishing procedures and criteria
for making a determination that onsite
storage cannot reasonably be provided
at a reactor.

4/7/83 Final
criteria
published
2/11/85

A proposed rule establishing procedures for expansion of onsite spent
fuel storage capacity or transshipment of fuel was published
on 12/5/83. Comment period was extended to 2/20/84. A I indl rule was sub-
mitted to the Commission on 7/8/85. Current Stdtus: Ihe Commission
approved the final rule on 9/5/85, and the final edited rule was published
in the federal Register on 10/15/85 (50 FR 41b62).

As provided. A proposed rule was publishied 4/29/t83.Cuo)unents received duringJ
the public comment period which ended 6/28/83 have been reviewed. f inal
criteria were submitted to the Comwiission on I1/8/84. Mhe cviterid were
approved by the Commission on 1/10/85. Current Status: lee linal rule,
10 CFR Part 53. was published on 2/11/85 1 isliuii l)I:eIures d criteria
for making NRC's determination that a utility is eligible L} cunLracL with(
for federal Interim storage capacity.

II
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Current
Provision NWPA Date Schedule

35. Section 135(a and b)-If the NRC
determines that onsite storage
cannot reasonably be provided at
a reactor by the licensee, DOE may,
under certain conditions, provide
not more than 1900 metric tons of
capacity for storage of spent nuclear
fuel from civilian power reactors.

36. Section 137(a)(1)-Transportation of
spent nuclear fuel to a DOE interim
away-from-reactor storage facility
shall be subject to licensing by NRC
and by the Department of Transport-
ation as provided for commercial fuel
-under existing law.

Not specific

Not specific

NRC Role

NRC will make public health and safety determinations as to the use of any
existing DOE facility for spent fuel storage and will license storage in
new structures, including modular or mobile spent nuclear fuel storage
equipment such as dry casks, as required under this provision of the Act.
A Final Rule on "Criteria and Procedures for Determining Adequacy of
Available Spent Nuclear Fuel Storage Capacity", 10 CFR Part 53 was
published in the Federal Register (50 FR 5563, Feb. 11, 1985).

NRC will certify packaging and approve physical security measures
for DOE spent fuel transport to a DOE interim away-from-reactor
storage facility.

(Other DOE spent fuel transportation under the NWPA is exempt from
NRC regulation. DOE has expressed a policy decision to comply with
NRC transportation regulations for NWPA shipments (NRC/DOE
Procedural Agreement, 48 FR 51875). To the extent DOE meets these
commitments, NRC's role with DOE's NWPA transportation will be
similar to that for commercial transportation.)

(,
37. Section 137(a)(2)-DOE, in providing for

the transportation of spent nuclear
fuel under this Act, shall utilize by
contract private industry to the fullest
extent possible in each aspect of such
transportation.

Not specific No direct role.

(
12
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Provision

38. Section 218(a) and 133-NRC shall by
rule establish procedures tor the
licensing of any technology approved
by the NRC for use at the site of anycivilian nuclear power reactor. NRC
may by rule approve one or more dry
spent fuel storage technologies for useat the sites of civilian power reactors
without, to the maximum extent
practicable, the need for additional
site-specific approvals.

NWPA Date

Not specific

None specified

Curtrent
Schedule NRC Role

NRC, using data and information from DOE dry storage demonstration andcooperative programs, will develop regulations to approve dry technologystorage at civilian nuclear power reactors without, to the maximum extelti.practicable, the need tor additional site specilic approvals by the NHC.On June 17, NRC's Office of Research was requested to initiate d rule-making through amendments to 10 CUR Part 72 to streaml ine the licensingprocess for use of spent fuel dry storage casks dt reactor sites. A draftRule is to be published on 3/15/88. The Final Rule is scheduled for12/20/88.

NRC shall assist the Secretary by cooperating and coordinating on any reportsunder Title 11.

39. Section 216(a)-Interim Spent
Fuel Storage Cooperation and
Coordination.

I 3
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IV. NRC's Role in Monitored Retrievable Storaa:e Program
Provision

40. Section 141(b)(3)-DOE shall consultwith the Commission and EPA in formu-lating the MRS proposal and shall submittheir comments on the MRS proposal toCongress along with the proposal

41. Section 141(c)(1)-Submission bySecretary of an environmental
assessment with respect to the MRSproposal to Congress.

NWPA Date

6/1/85

6/1/85

Current
Schedule NRC Ro I e

Completed. NRC consulted with DOE on development of the MRS proposal, andprovided comments (SECY-86-9) to DOE on 2/5/86 for submittal with theproposal to Congress soon thereafter. However, legal challengesby the State of Tennessee delayed the submittal of the MRS proposal toCongress. DOE filed an appeal to expedite a decision on theDistrict Court injunction in the 6th Circuit Court of Appeals in Cincinnati,and oral arguments were held on 7/24/86. The 6th Circuit decided in fdvor) ofDOE on 11/25/86, but an appeal by Tennessee to the Supreme Court furtherdelayed the issuance of the proposal to Congress. Ihe Supreme Court deniedthe appeal on 3/30/87. DOE submitted the proposal to Congress onl 3/31/8/.Congressional hearings took place on May 28 and Julie 18.
Completed. On 2/5/86, NRC staff commented on DOE's MRS proposal which included the LA.

42. Section 141(d)-DOE shall file forlicense with NRC tor MRS.
Subject to
Congressional
authorization
of MRS

Subject to
Congressional
author i zat i on
of MRS

NRC has developed revisions to 10 CIR Pdrt /2 to provide the li censingframework for the MRS, it it should be dutholri ed by Coiqlreess II theMRS is authorized, NRC will review DOt's dpplitatioii djul liake the lecessalylicensing determindtions. Current Statuls- lie proposed rule on 11) CINPart 72 WdS submitted to the Commission (StCY-85-374) on 111/2/UI, daid asupplement (SLCY-85-374A) concerning state/tribdl iovolvemenit wd. suhmlitte(3/14/86. Both papers have been approved by the Couiiiissio, tihe StallRequirements memo was received on 4/21/86, adul the propoetl revisiolus werepublished in the federal ReisteLr onl 5/21/86 (51 IN 19106). IlI, conuieoit periodclosed on 8/25/86, with 196 comments received. Ile f ial rule is expected iMlOctober 1987.

14
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V. NRC Role in the Low-Level Waste Management Area
(No deadlines were provided in the Act for the LLW management provisions under Section 151).

Provisions

43. Section 151(a)(1)-Comnission authorized to establish
regulations or other such standards and
instructions as it deems necessary or desirable
to ensure that each LLW disposal licensee will
have adequate financial arrangements for decontami-
nation, decommissioning, site closure and reclama-
tion of sites, structures, and equipment used in
conjunction with its LLW disposal.

44. Section 151(a)(2)-if Commission determines that
long-term maintenance or monitoring will be
necessary at a LLW disposal site, Commission must
ensure before termination of the license that the
licensee has made adequate financial arrangements.
Monitoring will be carried out by the person having
title and custody for such following license
termination.

45. Section 151(b)-DOE shall have the authority to
assume title and custody of LLW and the land on
which such waste is disposed of, upon the request
of the owner of such waste and land following
termination of the license issued by the Coummission
for such disposal, it 1) the Commission determines
that the requirements for site closure, decom-
missioning and decontamination have been met with
pursuant to Section 115(a); 2) that such title dot
custody will be transferred to the DOE withotit Cost
to the Federal government; 3) that federal ownerstip
and management is necessary, or desirable Lo protect
the public health and safety.

NRC Role

Preliminary work was begun on a rulemaking related to Section 1lb(a)_ Discussions were
held with the Office of State Programs and the Office of the General Counsel, (he
Executive Director for Operations terminated the rulemaking on November 5, 1986 until
further research could be completed, at which time initiation of the rulemaking would
be considered. This rulemaking will be reconsidered in the second quarter of FY '88
after reviewing the overall recommendations of the financial assurance contractor.

(

May require rulemaking by the Commission and the development of guiddince for both existing
and new commercial LLW disposal sites. For existing sites, analyses will be required
to assess long-term performance; monitoring and long-term maintendnce requirements;
associated costs; and the programs to review monitoring datd to identify the need
for mitigative actions.

Likely to require rulemaking/guidance to provide basis for required
determinations. Such rulemaking/guiddnce would require close coordination with DOL
which appears to have independent discretion to accept sites followilig Conuliissioll
determination. (

is
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Provisions
NRC Role

Similar to event 45 above.

46. Section 151(c)-Adequate financial arrangements. for long-term maintenance and monitoring, as well.as decontamination and stabilization of special sitesmust be met in accordance with requirements
established by the Commission before DOE may assumetitle and custody of the waste and the land on whichit is disposed.

(
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VI. NRC's Role Relating to Other Provisions in the Act

Provisions

47. Section 223(b)-By April 7, 1983, DOE
and NRC must publish a joint notice in
the Federal Register stating that the
U.S. is prepared to cooperate and
provide technical assistance to non-
nuclear weapon states in the field of
spent fuel storage and disposal.

48. Section 302(b)(1)(A)-The Commission
shall not issue or renew a license
to use a utilization or production
facility under Section 103 or 104 of
the Atomic Energy Act unless the
applicant has entered into a waste
disposal contract with the Secretary
of Energy or the Secretary affirms in
writing that the licensee is negotiating
in good faith to enter into such a
contract.

Section 302(b)(1)(B)-The NRC in its
discretion may require as a precondition
to the issuance or renewal of a reactor
license that the applicant shall have
entered into all agreement with DOE for
the disposal of high-level waste or
spent fuel that may result from such
a license.

Current
NWPA Date Schedule

4/7/83
Annual
revisions
required

6/30/83

Completed
3/30/83,
w/annual
updates.

NRC Role

NRC will prepare a joint Federal Register notice with DOE and will provide
technical assistance to non-nuclear weapon states pursuant to the Act and/
FR notice. NRC and DOE will update and reissue this notice annually lur X
5 years, as required. Action Taken: A FR notice was published following
coordination with DOE, ACDA, and the State Department on 3/30/83.
Annual updates of the notice were published in the Federal Register
on 4/6/84, 4/5/85, 4/3/86, and 4/3/87 (52 FR 10192).

Completed The final waste disposal contract proposal was published by the DOE in the
6/30/83 Federal Register on 4/18/83. All necessary contiacts were sijpied and received

by the DOE on or before the 6/30/83 statutory deadline.

(.
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Provision

49. Section 303-DOE shall consult with
the Chairman of the NRC in conducting
a study of alternative approaches to
managing construction and operations
of all civilian waste management
facilities and then DOE is to report
Congress.

50. Section 306-NRC is required to
promulgate regulations or other
suitable guidance for the licensing
and qualifications of civilian
nuclear power plant personnel and
submit a report to congress on its
activities under this action.

NWPA Date

1/6/84

1/6/84

Current
Schedule

Action
Completed
4/18/85

1JRC Role

At the invitation of the Secretary, the Chairman will consult oin the"alternative approaches" study. Actions Taken-DOE chartered anAdvisory Panel on Alternative Means of Financing and ManoagingRadioactive Waste facilities (AMfM) to assist them in conducting therequired study. As part of the consultation process, DOE extended.the invitation to have an NRC observer attend the AMtM Panel meetings.The Panel held ten meetings between January and November 1984, which wereattended by NRC staff observers, and toured DOE wdste facilities at Hanford,NTS, and WIPP. Panel held its tenth and final meeting on 11/13-14/84,including a meeting with Secretary Hodel on 11/14/84 to discuss theirrecommendations and forthcoming report. A final draft of the report receivedby NRC on 12/5/84 concludes that several organizdLiondl forms are more suitedthan DOE for managing the waste program, and identifies a public corporationas its preferred alternative. 1he report also recu1nun1ends ddoption of severalspecific program components which are independent of the type of organizationultimately chosen to handle the program, including an Advisory Siting Council.The Fidal Draft Report was sent to the Chdirman for consultation on 2/19/85.The staff provided comments to the Chairman on 3/8/85. Ihe Chdirmantransmitted his comments to Secretdry flerrinLton on 3/22/85, which wereforwarded to the President along with DOE's recommenldationts on 4/18/85. DOErecommended retaining the present mdnagement strucLure At least through thesiting and licensing phase of the program.

Completed As provided. Ihe Commission issued a policy stitemenlt on 2///8', concern(personnel training and qualifications (10 CIR P'cjt 50). li-i policy statemelitwas published in the federdl Register on 3/201/85. llhipo~sed adliiidmenits toPart 55 dealing with simlator tradnining req iremeilts were p1ihiIihed inthe federai Re ster oil 11/26/84 Currenit Status Ih lie d Il eni dnkingpackadge on Part 55 and 3 associdted Rwgulaltory Gulided wa.auv~'il by theACRS on 12/5-1/85, and( finial Office review lids been romp liutva liei lidi lamendment to /'art 55 was subiimitted to CLkGR for revoiw (m 2/14,/bl, wh ichreconmnenided several I nodfilf ItaI1015. hlie edtiLtel Ii iila l il we . alslfi ved by CRGkou 3/19/86b d idappjrolveld by the i100 on, 4/1//81f like (lloul, I l..'(o a ovedSCY-86-123 with wodilt -atl~l iuii, 1u/1//H6b 'tAil I t.ulu1iittid (hlie II uil pIdpel(SECY-86-338) to UCM iU Iate I1/8b. Commisjun all liviiedl paper o, 2/12/8/.Rule wads publi-shed in fedelerdl ke(JIstei on 1/2/!u/
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HLW MAILING LIST COVER
87/10/01

HLWM/NMSS
HIGH-LEVEL WASTE MAILING LIST

Affiliation Codes

S/T = State/Tribal Contacts
X = Primary State/Tribal Contacts

CST = State/Tribal Contractors

DOE = DOE Contacts

FED = Other Federal Agency Contacts

NPI = National Association or Public
Interest Group Contacts

NRC = NRC Contacts

# on List

27

7

17

9

7

15

ARM Distribution
Codes

CH

CH

WD

WF

WA

WN

TOTAL 82
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